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He felt like his sufferings were because of those people, and he believed that he would have been in a

perfectly fine state if they were not around.

If the person who said all of that was from a second-grade world, Lourain would not have reacted like this,

though he would still think the other party was bragging.

However, the man lacked the special symbols from second-grade worlds on his clothes, which meant he

was from a third-grade world. A mere pest from a third-grade world treated him and Marth as a burden.

He felt like he would be able to pass everything by himself. He was speaking as if he was someone that

stood at the peak of all warriors, bragging without any reservation.

Lourain’s shout attracted quite a lot of attention. Everyone looked over with interest.

Lourain pointed at Nirina and said, “This guy just asked the two of us to hide behind him if anything

dangerous happens. He wants to get through the whole Violet Seven Deaths Array with whatever skills he

got!”

Those words earned chuckles from those around them, and disdainful glares were aimed at Jamie.

They looked at him as if he was an idiot.

Nirina sighed. He wanted to not waste any time and quickly get past the array. Continuing to stay there

was a waste of time, but Lourain just would not quit harping.

Nirina was naturally not trying to brag when he said all of that. He merely reminded them not to impede

him should a critical moment happen, yet Lourain felt like Nirina was trampling on his dignity.

Nirina gritted his teeth, holding back his anger as he said, “If you don’t believe me, do whatever you like,

you don’t have to hide behind me. There’s no reason to make a scene at all. In the end, the three of us will

be challenging the array together.”

Nirina said all this to tell Lourain that it was wasteful to not make use of their time. It was better to hurry

and attempt the challenge.

Once they entered the Seven Deaths Array, everything would be clear. Nirina wanted to beat Lourain up at

that moment, but he needed Lourain to attempt the challenge with him.

Lourain shouted, “What reason are you talking about? I just want everyone to see how unlucky I am to

have been assigned trashy teammates. One of them knows to blindly accuse people of things without any

actual skill, and the other one is only good at bragging. You talk like you’re the strongest in the Whirling

World!”

Marth said coldly, “You’re at it again! Before you call anyone else trash, why don’t you look at yourself in

the mirror? You’re just slightly stronger than me. If I’m trash, then what are you? Can you stop being

disgusting?!”

Marth looked at Lourain with disdain. He shut his mouth after saying that. He felt like continuing to argue

against Lourain was a waste of his time and effort.

Lourain only knew to insult others when he clearly lacked the skill himself.

The warriors from second-grade worlds were strangely united when it came to this.

The moment someone felt like warriors from third-grade worlds were a burden, all of them would jump up

and speak.
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